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Spontaneous Emission Rate Enhancement
of Silicon Nanocrystals by Plasmonic

Bandgap on Copper Grating
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Abstract—The spontaneous emission (SE) rate enhancement
due to surface plasmon polariton bandgap effect on copper
grating was evaluated by calculating the dispersion relation and
the electromagnetic field distribution simultaneously. Within the
frequency range of silicon nanocrystals (Si-NC) luminescence
(� � � � eV–1.9 eV), the calculated maximum averaged Purcell
factors is about 30–163 for sinusoidal shaped Cu-Si� N� grating. It
is proved that copper can be adopted to enhance the SE of Si-NCs.
Since copper is the most commonly adopted metal for silicon
integrated-circuit manufacturing, such results pave a promising
way for integrating Si emitters on microelectronics chips.

Index Terms—Band gap, copper, metallic grating, spontaneous
emission, surface plasmon polariton.

I. INTRODUCTION

S ILICON light emitters are very promising for optical
interconnection or other applications [1]–[7] because of

their compatibility with silicon integrated-circuit (IC) manufac-
turing. Generally, bulk silicon has been considered unsuitable
for optoelectronic applications due to its indirect electronic
bandgap. Recently, there has been much effort on improving the
light-emission properties of silicon such as porous silicon [3],
[8], erbium doped silicon [9], all-silicon Raman laser [10] and
silicon nanocrystals (Si-NC) [4]–[7]. Among them, Si-NC has
attracted a great interest since intense visible luminescence has
been observed at room temperature due to quantum confine-
ment effect [3]–[7]. Moreover, stimulated emission and light
amplification in Si-NCs have also been observed [1]. However,
the internal quantum efficiency of light emission from Si-NC
is still not high enough for real applications due to dominant
nonradiative recombination. Surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
is an attractive candidate to solve such long-standing obstacle
[11]–[16]. Metal SPP enhanced spontaneous emission (SE)
rate has been proposed and demonstrated on wide bandgap
semiconductors, such as GaN/InGaN [11]–[14] and ZnO [15].
Unfortunately, this method is not so effective for light emission
from Si-NCs. Unless the average size of Si-NC is very small,
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the central luminescent frequencies are usually much lower
than the plasmon frequency of common metals, e.g., gold
(Au), silver (Ag), copper (Cu), and aluminum (Al). In order
to apply metal SPP enhancement for Si emitter, the plasmon
frequency should be engineered to match the luminescence
of Si-NCs. Up to now, there are two approaches that have
been reported. One is based on a metal-rich Au (1- )-SiO

cermet nanowaveguide proposed in our previous work
[17]. By properly choosing the component of the cermet, the
SPP-like dispersion of the nanowaveguide can be engineered
so that the SE is greatly enhanced. Another is based on metallic
nanostructures, e.g., metallic gratings or islands/particles. In
[18], Y. Gong, et al. have been proposed and demonstrated
that the SPP enhancement can be achieved with Au-gratings
fabricated on the top of Si-NC embedded in silicon dioxide.
Furthermore, our recent work has proved that not only Au, but
also Ag and Al, which SPP resonance frequencies are rather
higher, can be adopted to enhance the SE from Si-NCs [19]. In
[20], [21], J. S. Bitten, et al. have experimentally reported that
nanoporous Au layer and Ag nanoparticles array can be applied
to achieve plasmon-enhanced photoluminescence of Si-NCs.

It should be noticed that Au and Ag are preferred metal mate-
rials in these previous works [17]–[21]. The reason is based on
the facts that Au is a kind of metal with stable chemical char-
acteristic and the loss of Ag in visible-light region is the lowest
compared to other metals. However, it is well known that Cu,
rather than Au and Ag, is the mainstay metal material in micro-
electronics chips. If Cu can be adopted to provide SPP enhance-
ment of light emission from Si emitters, it would be a notable
promotion for integrating Si emitters on microelectronics chip.

In this paper, the SE rate enhancement due to SPP bandgap
(SPPBG) effect on Cu-Si N grating is evaluated by Purcell
factor (PF). For PF calculation, both dispersion relation and
electromagnetic field distribution of SPP mode are essential.
As discussed in our previous work [22], the Green’ function
method (GFM) based on Rayleigh expansion, which is widely
adopted to investigate the SPP scattering problem, is hard to
be used to calculate the electromagnetic field distribution in
treating the homogeneous problem, even the dispersion relation
of SPP mode can be well obtained. While Chandezon’s ap-
proach (CDA), which is superior to Rayleigh expansion method
for constructing the electromagnetic field distribution in two-di-
mensional expansion form, can not be used to calculate the
dispersion relation. In order to obtain the full SPP mode solu-
tion including both of dispersion relation and field distribution,
we demonstrate a combination method to obtain the numerical
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Fig. 1. Schematic cylindrical periodic dielectric-metal interface and reference
coordinate system. The interface consists of dielectric in the region � � ����
and metal in the region � � ����.

solution of SPP mode propagating on a one dimensional (1-D)
metallic grating by taking the advantages of GFM and CDA
[22]. Comparing to the two dimensional FDTD simulation used
in [18], our proposed method is time-cost effective and stable
since only moderate frequency step and coefficients matrix
order are required to reach sufficient accuracy. After obtaining
both the dispersion relation and the electromagnetic field
distribution , we deduce a set of new formulations
for calculating SE rate and PF on such 1-D metallic grating
from Fermi’s Golden Rule and calculate the PFs for various
Cu-Si N grating periods. The calculation results show that,
with proper grating period, the band edge (BE) frequency of
Cu-Si N grating can be varied within the frequency range of
Si-NCs luminescence ( eV–1.6 eV). Consequently,
significant SE enhancement can be achieved at the BE-fre-
quency. The maximum PFs for Cu-Si N gratings with 1 m
width are as high as 162.7–29.8. This is promising to be used
to enhance the luminescence of Si light emitter, especially for
the application of optical interconnection on chip.

This paper is organized as followed. In Section II, the
considered theoretical model and calculation approach are
described. In Section III, the calculated results of Cu-Si N
interface with sinusoidal shape are presented. In Section IV,
the results for Cu-Si N grating are discussed with Au, Ag and
Al- Si N gratings. The characteristics of SE enhancement at
different BE-frequency are compared and discussed. Finally, it
is also discussed how to achieve maximum SE enhancement.
Section V provides a summary.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL AND APPROACH

A. Theoretical Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the shape of spatially periodic metal-di-
electric interface, i.e., one dimensional metallic grating, is de-
scribed as with period of . The interface consists of
dielectric with dielectric constant in the region and
metal in the region . The metal is characterized by a
real, isotropic, and frequency dielectric function .

When SPP wave propagates on such a periodic interface,
two standing wave solutions of SPP modes can be found with

respect to the peaks and troughs of the interface. Therefore, the
dispersion curve splits into two branches. Just like “photonic
band gap” (PBG) in spatially periodic dielectric structures
called “photonic crystals” [23]–[25], SPPBG can also occur,
where propagation of SPP mode over certain range of frequency
is forbidden [25]. At the BE-frequency, the density of state
(DOS) for photon is very large and the SE rate can be greatly
enhanced [11]–[15]. Since the BE-frequency only depends
on the parameters of the metallic grating (period, depth, etc.),
large DOS and SE rate enhancement can be achieved within
a large frequency range by properly engineering the periodic
structure in spite of the applied materials. In other words, the
mismatch between surface plasmon frequency and lumines-
cence frequency of Si-NCs can be overcome by adopting the
metallic grating.

Our objective is to evaluate SE rate enhancement with such
periodic structure as shown in Fig. 1. To achieve it, there are
two steps. The first is to find the SPP modes solutions that sat-
isfy the Maxwell’s equations and the boundary condition. After
both the dispersion relation and the electromagnetic field
distribution are obtained, the SE can be deduced from
Fermi’s Golden Rule and the Purcell factor (PF) can be calcu-
lated in success.

B. A Combination Method for SPP Mode Solution

In this section, we will introduce a combination method to
obtain the numerical solution of SPP mode propagating on a
cylindrical periodic dielectric-metal interface, including both of
dispersion relation and field distribution. The proposed method
is taking the advantages of the Green’ function method (GFM)
based on Rayleigh expansion [26], [27] and Chandezon’s ap-
proach (CDA) for constructing the electromagnetic field distri-
bution in two-dimensional expansion form [26], [27]. The de-
tails about the proposed method can be found in our previous
work [22] and here only several important stages are presented.

Since the SPP mode is transverse magnetic (TM or p-po-
larized) wave, we are only interested in the TM solution of
Maxwell’s equations. In our reference coordinate system shown
in Fig. 1, the magnetic field of SPP mode contains the field com-
ponents perpendicular to the symmetry plane, i.e., the compo-
nent. Since the interface is uniform along axis, the magnetic
field will also be symmetrical along axis and can be written
as:

(1)

To find the SPP mode solution in direction across the in-
terface and also whose amplitudes decay exponen-
tially along the direction, the process consists of calculating
the dispersion relation with GFM and calculating field distribu-
tion with CDA.

According to GFM, the SPP mode solution can be deduced
from the Helmholtz equations by using (1) and Maxwell’s equa-
tions, then expanded as Fourier sums that possess the Bloch pe-
riodicity property as [26], [27]:

(2)
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Where and are the SPP mode wave vector in direction
and field expansion coefficients, respectively. is the
Bragg wave vector of the interface. A series of wave vectors of
SPP mode are given by:

(3)

Here, and

represent the dielectric permittivity and magnetic filed in the ap-
propriate medium (metal and dielectric), respectively. The metal
is characterized by a real, isotropic, and frequency dependent di-
electric function .

The boundary conditions are satisfied by assuming that the
expressions for the fields in the two half spaces are valid all the
way to the interface, which is the Rayleigh hypothesis and such
expansion of (2) is also called Rayleigh expansion.

By adopting the Green’s second integral theorem, the
problem can be simplified by working only with the field in
the dielectric and a set of integral equations satisfied by the
coefficients can be obtained:

(4)

Where and represent the SPP mode wave vector in di-
electric and metal, respectively.

For numerical calculation, (4) need to be truncated to finite
term, i.e., given from and can be pre-
sented as a matrix multiplying a column vector:

(5)

In (5), the elements of coefficients matrix is related
to the frequency and wave vector of the SPP mode so that
the dispersion relation can be calculated by equating to
zero the determinant of [26], [27].

After is obtained, the next problem is to calculate the
electromagnetic field distribution. In principle, field distribution
could be obtained by calculating expansion coefficients
while substituting the value of and into the (5). However,
it is very difficult to obtain exact value of and to satisfy

in practical numerical calculation process. Ma-
trix is an ill-conditioned matrix and the absolute value of
each element in is quite different so that the exact valued of

is hard to be obtained. The detailed discussion can
be found in our previous paper [22]. Such result indicates that
GFM is not suitable to calculate the field distribution. To solve
this problem, we expand the SPP mode solution according to
CDA rather than Rayleigh expansion so that a new set of equa-
tions, different from (5), could be used to solve the electromag-
netic field distribution under the known dispersion relation.

According to CDA, which is based on a coordinate transfor-
mation technique to make the interface flat, the SPP mode solu-
tion can be expanded in a two-dimensional expansion form [26]:

(6)

Where is the eigenvalues of the mode and is the ampli-
tude of the th Fourier component of the field in the th
eigenmode.

From (6), it can be easily found that the mode solution
contains the shape information of the interface not only
in the term of but also in the eigen-
values and coefficients . This should be contrasted
with the mode solution form in GFM, (2) (Rayleigh expan-
sion), where the equivalent of the eigenvalues (wave vectors)

are independent on
the surface profile. Thus, the terms of Fourier summation to
evaluate the relevant fields based on CDA are fewer than those
based on Rayleigh expansion, i.e., GFM [29]. Furthermore, the
SPP mode solution of CDA is very insensitive to the accuracy
of the dispersion relation due to two-dimensional expansion
form of the electromagnetic field [22]. In a word, CDA is more
superior for constructing the electromagnetic field distribution.
Taking the advantages of GFM and CDA, a convenient method
to obtain the full SPP mode solution is proposed as follows:

1) Use the rectangle coordinate system and calculate
the coefficient matrix as (4)

2) Fix wave vector , vary frequency with small step and
look for changes in the sign of . Then record the
relation of .

3) Transform coordinate system from to
. For TM polarization mode, the com-

ponent of the electric field locally parallels to the surface
and that of the magnetic field normal to the symmetry
are re-expressed as:

(7)

Then a system of partial differential equations can be de-
rived from the Maxwell’s equations in covariant form and
the Floquet–Bloch theorem:

(8)

Where

���� � ��� �� � � � � � � � � � � �� ��� � � � � � ���

is a generalized column vector. The coefficient matrix
is also defined by the limit of several assistant
matrices and the detailed expression can be found in [28].

4) Substitute the relation of into coefficient matrix
for each medium and calculate the eigenvalues and

eigenvectors from .
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5) Calculate the expansion coefficients in (8). coefficients
are proportional to the eigenvectors :

(9)

Since the is continuous at the boundary so that the
proportional coefficient in each medium can be calcu-
lated by a set of linear algebraic equations.

(10)

Where is a matrix whose columns are the
eigenvectors and is a column vectors of
proportional coefficient the in the appropriate medium
(metal and dielectric).

6) Calculate the coefficients for electromagnetic field compo-
nent and . In order to obtain the field solution, we

can write and further convert the mode solu-

tion back to the rectangular coordinate system to obtain (6)
and the mode solution for electronic field:

(11)

7) By Maxwell’s equations, the component of electric field
locally normal to the surface can be calculated as:

(12)

The components of electric field along and direction,
and , can be calculated as:

(13a)

(13b)

Therefore, a combination method to solve the normal SPP
mode propagating on a cylindrical periodic dielectric-metal in-
terface is set up by taking the advantages of GFM and CDA.

C. Expression of Purcell Factor for Metallic Grating

After the dispersion relation and the electromagnetic
field distribution of SPP mode are obtained by the com-
bination method proposed in Section II.B, the SE rate can
be deduced from Fermi’s Golden Rule:

(14)

Where is the dipole emission matrix element,
is the electro-hole pair dipole moment, and is DOS

for photon. To evaluate should be normalized to a
half-quantum of zero point fluctuations. Similar to the process
in [11], the electrical filed is assumed to exist in a prepared

space , then the normalized electrical field
can be expressed as:

(15)

Where is the original field distribution. For SPP
mode, the amplitudes decay exponentially along direction so
that the electrical field integration along direction should be
extended to . While in direction, the integration
can re-expressed as due to the
periodic electrical field distribution .
Additionally, is homogeneous along direction
so that the term of stored energy can be expressed as

.
In the considered case, = , which is a line in the

space of wave vector, the DOS can be presented as:

(16)

By (14)–(16), can be deduced as:

(17)

The polarization of electro-hole pair dipole moment is con-
sidered as random directional to that of electrical filed, averaged
factor of 1/3 is taken for [11].

By using (17) with well known SE rate in bulk semiconductor
material [30], the Purcell factor can be expressed as:

(18)

Where is the refractive index of the dielectric. In (18), it
should be noticed that PF is related to , the width along axis,
which denotes the width of the grating bar in a real waveguide.
It is the result of that is treated as uniformity along

direction. In principle, it is strictly valid only while
. However, the width of a real grating is always a limited

value. So could be taken as an approximation
where is the wavelength of considered SPP wave. As our
experience, could be considered large enough when

since a large portion of is constant. In this case,
all wave vectors in the plane should be sum up for
calculating DOS, which is a ring in the wave vector space as
shown in [11], rather than a line segment of one dimensional
DOS as in (16). In fact, the most significant SPPBG effect occurs
in the mode of . For example, considering a
special case of , the dispersion curve of SPP
wave is similar to that of flat metal-dielectric surface with the
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plasmon frequency much higher than the frequency range of
Si-NCs luminescence, the frequency of such propagating SPP
mode is much lower than the plasmon frequency, therefore the
DOS of such mode would be much lower than that of

mode at the same frequency. In this work, our interest
are focused on the SPP enhancement due to SPPBG so that only
the mode of was investigated. The full analysis
about the two-dimensional case is still undergoing now and will
be published elsewhere in the future. For the case of reducing
the will be discussed briefly in Section IV.B.

Till now, a full theoretical approach has been proposed and
demonstrated to obtain the numerical solution of SPP mode
propagating on metallic grating and related PF ((18)). In the
followed section, the calculation results based on periodic
Cu-Si N interface will be discussed.

III. RESULTS FOR COPPER GRATING

In the calculation, we assume that the Si-NCs are embedded
in silicon nitride (Si N ). Here Si N was adopted because it is
more promising to realize electroluminescence devices due to
its lower barrier for electros and holes [31]. The permittivity of
Si N is assumed as while the dielectric function of
Cu is obtained by the data reported in [32]. The metallic grating
was assumed as sinusoidal shape with
period and depth .

A. Dispersion Curve

Firstly, the period was set as nm. The order of coef-
ficient matrix was set as and the frequency
searching step was set as eV. Then the disper-
sion curve can be calculated following the step1–2 described
in Section II.B and the results are shown in Fig. 2. As a refer-
ence, the dielectric light line (Si N ) and dispersion curve of
flat Cu-Si N interface are also plotted with dashed and solid
line, respectively. The energy bandgap can be observed clearly.
There are two branches for the dispersion curves of sinusoidal
shaped interface while one is higher than that of flat interface
and the other is lower. Moreover, the BE frequencies of SPP
modes at the first Brillouin zone boundary (

m ) are also calculated by using analytical for-
mulation in [29] and shown as hollow diamond in Fig. 2.

As expectation, the results of the numerical and analytical
solutions are consistent. For the lower and higher frequency
branches, the BE-frequencies are eV and

eV, respectively, both which are lower than the plasmon fre-
quency of flat Cu-Si N interface ( eV). In typ-
ical Si-NCs, the luminescent frequency is about –
eV and the central frequency is eV, which is nearly
the same as the BE-frequency for lower branch.

Secondly, similar calculations are repeated while the period
was varied from to 140 nm. From the results shown in
Fig. 3, it can be found that the BE-frequency for lower branch is
varied from to 1.58 eV with increasing period. Such
results indicate that the BE-frequency of SPPBG can be engi-
neered according to Si-NCs luminescence with proper grating
period. Additionally, it should be noticed that there is only one
branch for nm. The reason is because the solutions for

Fig. 2. Calculated dispersion curves for Cu-Si N interface with sinusoidal
shape (period � � ��� nm and depth � � �� nm). Here the light lines in
dielectric and dispersion curve of flat Cu-Si N interface are also plotted with
dashed and solid line, respectively. The BE frequencies of SPP modes at � �

� �� shown as hollow diamond are obtained by using analytical formulation
in [29].

Fig. 3. Calculated dispersion curves for Cu-Si N interface with sinusoidal
shape with period � � ��–��� nm and depth � � ����.

the higher branch are beyond the plasmon frequency (
eV).

In principle, both the lower and higher branches could be ap-
plied for SPP enhancement. In Fig. 3, it can be observed that
the lower branches are within the frequency range of Si-NCs
while the higher branches are in the range of much higher fre-
quencies. So if higher branches are desired for SPP enhance-
ment, shorter grating wave vector is required to move the
dispersion curve of higher branch to short wave vector range.
In Fig. 3, the dispersion curve of SPP mode on flat interface
is much closer to the light line as decreasing wave vector. It
could be expected that higher branches would be also very close
to the light line due to the nature that higher branches are al-
ways between the dispersion curve on flat interface and dielec-
tric light line. Intuitively, the achievable SPP enhancement of
high branches would be very low. Furthermore, it can also be
understood as that the wavelength of such SPP mode is much
longer (shorter wave vector) so that the advantage introduced
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Fig. 4. Normalized spatial distribution of the magnetic field normal to the symmetry �� � (a), electric field locally parallel to the surface �� � (b) and normal to
the surface �� � (c) for low frequency mode and those for high frequency mode (d)–(f) at BE-frequency. The regions of high field strength are shown as white.

from small mode volume of SPP mode is not so significant. For
this consideration, the lower branch is more preferred to be ap-
plied in the interested frequency range. It should be mentioned
that the higher branches can also be applied if the semiconductor
materials with higher luminescence frequency, e.g., blue light
region such as GaN or Si-NCs with very small averaged size
are considered.

B. Electromagnetic Field Distribution

Following the step 3–7 stated in Section II, the calculated dis-
persion curve was applied for calculating the electromagnetic
field distribution based on CDA. Here the order of coefficient
matrix was set as and the proportional coeffi-
cients was obtained by solving (10) with least square method.
The spatial region in calculation was divided to 401 401 mesh
grids along and axis with the range of

and - . With nm, the field intensity of
, and at BE-frequency were calculated and the re-

sults are shown in Fig. 4 in contour map, where all the intensity
are normalized by the maximum value on boundary and the re-
gions of high field strength are shown as white.

As mentioned by Barnes, the physical origin of the SPP
bandgap can be found from the fact that two standing wave
solutions of SPP modes take different positions with respect
to the peaks and troughs of the interface [29]. Such indication
can be observed clearly in Fig. 4. For the lower frequency
mode, shown in Fig. 4(a)–(c), the surface charge distribution
should be concentrated around the peaks so that extremum
of normal field component, , occur at the same position,
whereas the extremum of and is around the troughs. For the
higher frequency mode shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f), will occur
at troughs.
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Fig. 5. Normalized field distributions of �� � for the lower branch at � �

���� (a), 0.38 � (b), 0.5 � (c), 0.05 � (d).

Furthermore, the field distribution at arbitrary wave vector
can be obtained by substituting the wave vector and related
frequency on dispersion curve into the same calculating steps
as shown in Section II.B. As an example, the field distributions
at of the lower branch
were calculated with the same conditions as Section III.A and
the results of normalized are shown in Fig. 5(a)–(d). It can
be observed that difference between the field strength at troughs
and peaks of the interface decrease while reducing wave vector.
When , the curve is almost flat, which can ob-
served more clearly from the distributions at interface as
shown in Fig. 6. This fact can be easily understood as follows.
At the BE-frequency, the two spatial waves propagating in op-
posite direction can perfectly interfere with each other so that
standing wave distribution of SPP mode is generated. With the
wave vector of SPP mode decreasing, only partial interference
can occur and the field strength at troughs and peaks close up.
When , the wavelength of SPP mode is much
longer than the period of interface so that the field distribution
is nearly not affected by the interface corrugation and close to
that on the flat metal-dielectric interface.

C. Calculation of Purcell Factor

After the field distribution at arbitrary wave vector are ob-
tained, the PF with given grating parameters could be calculated
with (18) in success. Fig. 7 is the calculated PF at BE-frequency
for Cu-Si N grating by setting nm and . The
regions of high PFs are shown as white.

As shown in Fig. 7, PF is related to the position of Si-NCs
along both and axis due to the localized electric field distri-
bution. Especially, PF decays along direction with so
that significant SE enhancement can be achieved only when the
Si-NCs are localized near the interface.

Fig. 6. The normalized field distributions of �� � at interface for the lower
branch at � � ���� � ����� � ���� � ����� . The solid line is for � �

���� and calculated by using analytical formulation in [27].

Fig. 7. Calculated PF distribution for Cu-Si N grating within range of 30 nm
� � � ��� nm and ���� nm � � � ��� nm by setting � � ��� nm and
	 � ����. The regions of high PFs are shown as white.

In order to evaluate the SPP enhancement conveniently with
various periods of grating, we assume that the Si-NCs are uni-
formly distributed in dielectric layer and the PF is averaged
within one period along axis and one decay length along

axis, which denotes the length when the electric field decay to
the 1/e of that at interface , in the dielectric:

(19)

Similar to that reported in [18], the averaged PF is used for
discussion in the followed parts. Obviously, for a real device,
should be replaced by the thickness of the active layer. It should
be mentioned that smaller would be helpful to achieve larger
PF since the Si-NCs are much closer to the interface. However, it
also should be noticed that smaller would lead to decreased
quantity of Si-NCs. For example, when , maximum PF

could be achieved since the Si-NCs are nearly
localized at the interface while the quantity of Si-NCs would be
close to zero. So it can be easily found that the total emission
intensity would be very weak due to less Si-NCs even though
large PF is obtained. So for optimizing the thickness of active
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Fig. 8. Calculated �� at various frequency for Cu-Si N grating with (19)
by setting � � ��� nm and � � ����.

Fig. 9. Calculated max�� and related BE-frequency for Au-Si N grating
with grating period from 90 nm to 140 nm.

layer, there is a trade-off between larger SPP enhancement and
more active Si-NCs. One possible solution is applying long and
thin active Si-NCs layer.

With (19), the at various frequencies were obtained
and shown in Fig. 8. As expected, the maximum of 32.2
is achieved at BE-frequency ( eV). When the fre-
quency decreased to eV, the PF is as low as 5.61. It
can be understood intuitively that the DOS at BE-frequency is
much larger than that at other frequency. Such result indicates
that the enhancement occurs only in a narrow frequency range,
which is very helpful to realize narrow band Si light source.

As shown in Fig. 3, the BE-frequency of SPPBG can be
changed with varied grating period so that the related PF
varies simultaneously. In Fig. 9, the calculated maximum value
of and related BE-frequency are plotted
versus the grating period. It can be seen that, as the period is
varied from 90 to 140 nm, the BE-frequency decreased from

to 1.58 eV while the related max also
decreased from 162.7 to 29.8. This is because that the original

Fig. 10. The enhanced quantum efficiency ��� versus various PF and original
quantum efficiency ��� for (a) 1% � ��� � ��% and 10% ��� � ��%.

PF for flat Cu-Si N is relatively higher in longer wave-vector
range (closer to the plasmon frequency).

After the Purcell factor obtained, the enhanced quantum effi-
ciency (QE) can be evaluated from the original internal QE

:

(20)

In (20), and are the radiative and nonradiative lifetimes,
respectively. The original QE can be expressed as:

(21)

With (20), the enhanced QE are calculated in the range of
and % %. For more clarity, the

results for % % and % % are shown
in Fig. 10(a) and (b), respectively.

From Fig. 10, significant QE improvement can be observed.
In the lower (1%–10%) range, the enhanced QE can
achieve the value of about 30%–94% as shown Fig. 10(a). For
example, with setting % and can be calcu-
lated as high as 55.3%. With higher (10%–60%), it is found that
the is very close to 100%. For example, with % and
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Fig. 11. The calculated max �� and related BE-frequency versus various
period for sinusoidal shaped Au, Cu, Ag and Al-Si N interface with � � ����.

, the value of is 91%. These results indicate that
radiative recombination dominates over the active region, even
with a very low original QE % , which is not difficult
to reach. However, the emission intensity of Si-NCs is much
weaker than III-V semiconductor materials due to very long
emission lifetime ( ms) even though some of Si-NCs have
very high internal QE values [20], [33], [34]. So such Si-NC
materials are still not useful for practical emitters even with
30–163 folds of SPP enhancement and faster emission rates are
required. In [35], fast radiative recombination in nitride-pas-
sivated Si-NCs is observed so that one can expect to improve
the excitation densities and the emission rate of Si-NCs by new
fabrication process. Since the PF is independent to the lifetime
of Si-NCs, we believe that the SPP enhancement and Si-NCs
with ultrafast luminescence will provide a promising approach
to realize Si light emitter for optical interconnection on chip.

IV. SOME DISCUSSIONS

A. Comparing With Other Metal Gratings

In our previous work [19], it has been demonstrated that Au,
Ag and Al-Si N gratings can be used to enhance the SE of
Si-NC with proper period. Since the same interface shape and
depth/period ratio were adopted in [19] and this work, we re-plot
the results for Au, Cu, Ag and Al in Fig. 11.

From Fig. 11, it can be seen that obvious enhancement are
achieved within the frequency range of Si-NCs luminescence
with the Au Cu, Ag and Al-Si N grating. The SPP resonance
frequencies for flat Au Cu, Ag and Al-Si N interface are

eV, 2.85 eV, 3.15 eV and 6.92 eV, all of which are higher
than the frequency of Si-NCs luminescence. Then it can be con-
cluded that with proper setting grating period, metallic grating
can be applied to overcome the mismatch between metal surface
plasmon frequency and luminescence frequency of Si-NCs in
spite of the applied metal materials. Meanwhile, it can be also
found that both the BE-frequency and related max de-
creases as the period increased for all four cases. It could be
understood that higher PF is achieved at high frequency since
shorter period is corresponding to longer wave-vector and closer
to the plasmon frequency. With the same reason, it is also can be

understood why the shorter period and higher max can
be achieved by such metal with relatively lower plasmon fre-
quency.

Although all of the four kind metals can be employed to
achieve plasmon-enhanced luminescence of Si-NCs with proper
grating structure, one maybe want to know which is the best
candidate for optical interconnection. Since Au and Ag are not
compatible with silicon IC manufacturing while the achievable
PFs of Al gratings are the lowest, it could be expected that Cu
is more suitable to enhance the SE of Si emitters applied for op-
tical interconnection.

B. How to Achieve Maximum Purcell Factor

As shown in (18) of Section II.C, the is nearly pro-
portioned to , which is also consistent with the formula in
[18]. It can be understood that is in proportion to the mode
volume of SPP mode, which is defined as

[18], so that smaller mode volume and higher PF could be
achieved by narrowing .

For example, the maximum of–32.2 is achieved at
BE-frequency ( eV) for Cu-Si N interface with

m while the value for m is only about 4.12.
So the SE rate enhancement can be improved by reducing the
width of grating bar in a real waveguide.

However, it should be noticed that the uniformity of SPP
mode along direction would be deteriorated when is com-
parable to the wavelength of SPP wave. Then the approximation
of , which is adopted in the above sections, is no
longer valid. In such case, (18) would not give accurate estima-
tion of the SPP enhancement and the wave vector along axis

have to be taken into account. Considering the extreme case
that wave vectors are uniform in the whole - plane, the re-
lated term can be calculated as by accounting all
the wave vectors along the ring of in wave vector
space as shown in [11]. For the mode of , inves-
tigated in this work, the term of in (18)
can be calculated as

by assuming and .
Comparing the value of and ,
it can be expected that maximum SE enhancement could be
achieved if the dispersion relations for any wave vector in the
x-y plane are the same as that for due to very large DOS.

So a certain waveguide or grating structure should be intro-
duced to make the dispersion relation the same in both and

direction, namely is as same as Therefore,
the same SE enhancement can be achieved for the cases of both

and . Obviously, the most
promising structure for such purpose is two dimensional peri-
odic metal-dielectric interfaces and the main problem is how to
design and realize the grating structure to achieve homogeneous
dispersion relation in the whole - plane.
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C. How to Extract Light From SPP Modes

In all of the sections, we have discussed the SE enhancement
due to SPPBG on metallic-dielectric interface with the help of
PF. With PF, how efficient the SE energy being coupled into
SPP modes can be well evaluated. It is well known that the
typical propagation distance of sub-wavelength SPP is tens of
microns because metals are very absorptive in the visible and
near-infrared [36]. So it should be considered that how to extract
the SPP energy efficiently. It has been demonstrated that this
purpose can be achieved by surface roughness [11] or metallic
grating [13], [14], [18] to compensate the wave-vector mismatch
between SPP mode and radiative mode. In [18], the measured
enhancement ratio of photoluminescence emission was closely
matched by theory, where biharmonic gratings were employed
to establish SPPBG and extract the SPP mode simultaneously.

Unfortunately, it has been found that the overall SPP en-
hancement is limited by the ratio of coupling SPP mode into the
continuum of radiation modes by a grating [13], [14]. It seems
that the SPP enhancement does not offer any advantage for light
emitting diode. However, such situation may be changed in
some certain applications, e.g., optical interconnection, where
it is more convenient to couple SPP mode into dielectric wave-
guide mode rather than radiation mode since optical waveguide
is adopted to replace the copper line. In our recent work [37],
the coupling performance between a short range SPP mode and
a conventional dielectric waveguide mode was demonstrated.
Typically, nearly all the energy of SPP mode can be coupled
into waveguide mode within tens of microns [37]. At such case,
the limitation of the SPP mode out-coupling efficiency may
be overcome. Of course such indication should be confirmed
and the related work will be reported elsewhere in the future.
In this work, we neglect the propagation loss of SPP mode
and only evaluate the SE enhancement by PF. Although such
assumption would lead to divergence for evaluating the overall
SPP enhancement of radiation efficiency in a real device, we
believe that it does not influence the main point of this work
that, by using SPPBG, the SE of Si-NCs can be enhanced by
the metals with high surface plasmon frequency.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the SE rate enhancement due to SPPBG on
Cu-Si N grating was evaluated by calculating PF. With proper
grating period, the BE-frequency of SPPBG can be engineered
within luminescent frequency range of Si-NCs ( –
eV). The maximum PFs for Cu-Si N gratings with 1 m width
are calculated as 29.8–162.7. These results indicate that the Cu
grating can be employed to overcome the frequency mismatch
between SPP resonance and Si-NCs luminescence. Since Cu is
the most commonly adopted metal in integrated-circuit manu-
facturing, this work provide a promising approach to realize Si
light emitter for optical interconnection on chip.

Furthermore, it was found that an effective way to improve
the PF with constant grating period is reducing width of the
grating bar. Following such consideration, we believe the most
promising structure to achieve maximum PF is two dimensional
metallic grating with homogeneous dispersion relation in the
whole horizontal plane.
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